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ABSTRACT 9 

Iron sufides are important mineral phases in natural environments where they control global 10 

elemental cycles. Fe-S phases have been suggested to form through transformation of several 11 

possible precursors to finally reach stable crystalline structures.  Mackinawite is a metastable 12 

intermediate, of which a full chemical and structural characteristisation of various possible 13 

intermediate stages in its formation pathways, or the chemical conditions that affect the 14 

transformations to the metastable mackinawite are well understood. Here we report, the various 15 

steps of mackinawite formation via oriented aggregation (OA) from a nanoparticulate precursor. 16 
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During OA, the formation of aggregates is a crucial stage for self-assembly of primary particles 17 

to reach stable structures.  The formation occurs in five steps: (1) homogeneous nucleation of 18 

primary FeSnano particles, (2 and 3) formation of mass fractal-like aggregates from the FeSnano as 19 

precursor towards the transformation to mackinawite; (4) oriented alignment and self-assembly 20 

of these mackinawite-like aggregates, and (5) transformation to a still metastable but typical 21 

layered mackinawite structure. 22 

INTRODUCTION 23 

Iron sulfide phases (Fe-S) control several biogeochemical processes in modern and ancient 24 

environments.1  Pyrite (FeS2) is the dominant, crystalline and stable iron sulfide mineral on 25 

Earth, and pyrite forms through the transformation of various mostly nanoparticulate, poorly 26 

ordered and metastable Fe-S phases. 1-3 27 

Among iron sulfides, mackinawite is known to be precursor to the more stable greigite4,5 and 28 

pyrite.1,4 In a recent study, we reported the existence of a solid, metastable iron sulfide 29 

nanophase that is a prerequisite precursor to poorly ordered mackinawite.6 However, the 30 

knowledge about the nature and structure of intermediates in the mackinawite formation pathway 31 

is still incomplete. We do not understand what the chemical factors controlling the rates at which 32 

such precursors form, transform and/or crystallize to mackinawite are.   33 

This is despite the fact that nanophase precursors in the Fe-S system6 are mirroring 34 

crystallization reactions in many other common mineral systems (e.g., iron oxides, carbonates, 35 

calcium sulfate, etc.)7-9 where nucleation, growth and transformation to more stable phases also 36 

proceeds through multiple aqueous and solid transitions).8-19 37 

To fill this gap, we present here data from a study where we investigated the pathways and 38 

mechanisms of the initial stages of mackinawite formation through a nanophase Fe-S precursor 39 
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that we previously documented as a prerequisite in any iron sulfide phase formation reaction.6 40 

By performing diffusion and titration experiments with sulfide from pH <4 to pH 7 and under 41 

strict O2
-free conditions, we followed the formation of mackinawite from acidic ferrous solution. 42 

We elucidate how the reactions proceed through various intermediate stages until they reach 43 

mackinawite and derived mechanistic insights of solid transformations and changes in the 44 

structure during mackinawite growth.  We propose a new mechanism for the formation of poorly 45 

crystalline mackinawite, which involves various assembly modes of primary precursor 46 

nanoparticles. 47 

 48 

EXPERIMENTAL 49 

Diffusion and titration experiments were performed following previously described methods.6  50 

A precipitation reaction was initiated by mixing an Fe2+ containing solution and sulfide, with the 51 

latter being either H2S(g) (diffusion experiments, 1 hour and 24 hours) or NaHS solutions 52 

(titration experiments 520 min).  All solution preparations used deionized O2-free water prepared 53 

freshly for each experiment.  54 

Diffusion experiments were performed in a glovebox by diffusing H2S(g) over a 0.1 M Fe2+ 55 

solution.   Both reactants were prepared fresh before the experiments, H2S(g) was produce by 56 

reacting ~1 g of Na2S·9H2O (Sigma Aldrich 99.999%) with 6 M HCl, and the Fe2+ solution was 57 

prepared from Mohr’s salt i.e. (NH4)2 Fe(SO4)2.6H2O (ACS Sigma Aldrich 99%).  Each 58 

diffusion experiment was replicated three times.  59 

Titration experiments were performed by adding NaHS solutions to an Fe2+ containing solution 60 

in an Infors® chemostat reactor with a continuous N2 (99.99%) flow. Ferrous iron solutions were 61 

prepared from Mohr’s salt as in the diffusion experiment but the NaHS solutions were prepared 62 
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from Na2S·9H2O [Na2S·9H2O; Sigma Aldrich 99.999%] following reported methods.4,6,20  63 

Titrations of 0.1 M Fe2+ solutions (pH 4.1) and 0.15 M, 0.5 M and 1 M NaHS solutions to reach 64 

a pH of 7 were performed using a NaHS addition rate of 0.47 mL/min.  Experiments performed 65 

using 0.5 M and 0.1 M of NaHS for the titration revealed that the reaction was ~15-50 times 66 

faster with a pH increase from 4.1 to 6.5-7.0 within the first minutes of reaction. Therefore, we 67 

performed all the experiments of this work using 0.15 M NaHS to capture at least the three 68 

stages of growth. The pH, Eh, volume of NaHS solution and time were recorded automatically 69 

every minute and each titration experiment was replicated 3 times. Full details of the 70 

experimental setup and synthesis methods are described in Matamoros et al. (2018).6 71 

In situ and time-resolved small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were used to 72 

follow reactions in the titration of 0.1 M Fe2+ solution with 0.15 M NaHS solution  at beamline 73 

I22 at the Diamond Light Source (UK). The solution/suspension from the chemostat reactor was 74 

circulated in a closed loop containing a custom-built PEEK cell with a borosilicate round 75 

capillary (ID = 0.998 mm) using a peristaltic pump. This set up allowed SAXS patterns to be 76 

collected from the samples passing through the capillary that was aligned with the X-ray beam. 77 

The station was set up to use a monochromatic X-ray beam at 12.4 keV and a Dectris Pilatus 2M 78 

detector located at 3.2 m from the capillary to collect two-dimensional scattering information in 79 

a q-range between 0.3 and 7.0 nm-1. Transmission was measured using a photodiode in a beam-80 

stop of the SAXS detector.  The q-range for analysis was calibrated using silver behenate.  81 

Before each experiment, we collected a background signal from an empty capillary and from a 82 

capillary filled with water. The absolute intensity scale was calibrated with a 1 mm glassy carbon 83 

sample.21   Scattering patterns were collected at 1 s/frame from the beginning of the reaction up 84 
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to 30 min and then up to 9 h at a frame rate of 20 s/frame.  SAXS data were background-85 

subtracted, normalized and integrated to 1D using the DAWN software package (v. 1.4).22 86 

For solid characterization, intermediates and end-products were removed from both the 87 

diffusion and titration experiments anaerobically using airtight syringes connected to a 3 way 88 

valve with a N2 flush inlet. After removal, the solids were filtered using 0.02 m polycarbonate 89 

membranes and re-dispersed in O2-free ethanol inside a glovebox.  Solids were analysed using 90 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For XRD analysis, re-91 

dispersed samples were mounted onto a flat silicon surface in an air-tight XRD holder inside the 92 

anaerobic chamber, dried and scanned from 2 to 70 2 at 0.05/min using a Bruker D8 93 

diffractometer.  XRD data was compared against the diffraction data of the crystal structure of 94 

mackinawite (AMCSD 0014518).23   For TEM analysis, diluted samples were deposited onto 95 

holey carbon grids on copper TEM grids (Agar Scientific) and mounted into an anaerobic holder 96 

(Gatan 648 Double tilt).  The samples were transported from the glovebox to the instruments in 97 

double-jacketed containers and three layers of plastic bags sealed inside a glovebox. Acquisition 98 

of HR TEM images was performed using a transmission Electron microscope (FEI Tecnai TF20) 99 

fitted with a CCD Camera (Gatan Orius SC600A) and an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 100 

spectrometer (Oxford Instruments 80 mm2 X-max). The microscope was operated at 200 kV. All 101 

the images were analysed using the ImageJ software. Lattice spacings were obtained from fast 102 

Fourier transform of the images.  103 

 104 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 105 

The rate of nucleation, growth and crystallization of solid phases was controlled by the volume 106 

of NaHS (titrations) or H2S gas (diffusion) added over time. In all titrations the fastest change in 107 
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pH from an initial pH of 4.1 to 5.2 was reached in the first 5 min (region I, Figure 1). During this 108 

stage a black precipitate formed that via a further slower increase in pH from 5.2 to 6.0 within 45 109 

min (region II, Figure 1), and a very slow rate of increase from pH 6.0 to ~7.0 lasting 470 min 110 

(region III, Figure 1) produced a final jet black slurry.   111 

 112 

Figure 1. Stages in the evolution of the pH as a function of time for the titration of Fe2+ with 113 

0.15 M NaHS.  114 

Time-resolved SAXS patterns from the titrations of aqueous Fe2+ and 0.15 M NaHS over the 115 

full course of reaction also showed distinct intensity profiles with multiple stages (Figure 2a first 116 

50 min; Figure 2b final 470 min). Overall, the intensity increased ~1400-fold over the entire q-117 
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range and along the full time of the reaction between pH 4.1 and 7.0.  Over the first 50 min of 118 

titration between pH 4.1 and 6.0, we observed an overall ~23-fold increase in intensity at low q 119 

(q < 1 nm-1) and the linear dependence of intensity in the log-log representation was attributed to 120 

the formation of mass-fractal-like aggregates. The general relatively constant intensity at high-q 121 

in the first hour and up to pH 6.0 was also an indication of the formation of large Fe-S aggregate 122 

structures composed of primary particles (Figure 2a). The increasing intensity in the low-q part 123 

of the data lacked a clear plateau (i.e. I(q)ן  q0 scaling) suggesting that the sizes of the aggregates 124 

were infinitely large and that in our measurements the size information fell out of the q-range 125 

(Figure 2a). Over the next 470 min of reaction, the scattering intensity increased ~60-fold along 126 

the entire q-range when the system further evolved from pH 6.0 to 7.0 (Figure 2b). Within this 127 

pH range, the distinctive features of the form factor, observed early in the process, were not 128 

visible anymore as the linear region extended to high-q values in the log-log plot. When the 129 

reaction reached pH 7.0, a local maximum appeared at qmax = 3.3 nm-1 corresponding to the 130 

characteristic average inter-particle correlation distance of 2/qmax = ~2 nm (Figures 2b and 2c).  131 

This feature likely originated from either or both, the particles and the internal pores.  In 132 

addition, a diffraction peak with a d-spacing of 11 Å (q of 5.72 nm-1) appeared at pH 6.4 (Figure 133 

2b and 2c). 134 
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 135 

Figure 2. a) In situ time-resolved SAXS patterns as a function of time from a titration 136 

experiment with 0.15 M NaHS, where we followed the formation and growth of mackinawite 137 

between pH 4.1 and 6.0 over the first 50 min of reaction (stage I - II, from Figure 1).  As the 138 

reaction progressed in the first 50 min from pH 4.5 to 6.0, various solids were independently 139 

identified (numbers 1-4); (b) between pH 6.0 and 7.0 over the remaining 470 min (stage III, from 140 

Figure 1) of reaction showing the local maximum and the peak at 11 Å.   141 

We interpreted the changes in intensity in the first 50 min of the reaction in terms of 142 

aggregation of primary particles, in which very large aggregates are composed of a small 143 

population of primary particles, surrounded by the “sea” of non-aggregated primary particles. 144 
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We fitted the SAXS data using a model that considers primary particles with the form factor P(q) 145 

grouped into two populations: (1) non-interacting “loose” species and (2) species forming mass-146 

fractal aggregates described by the structure factor S(q).  The model (Equation 1) is expressed as 147 

a function of time, t and we fitted the data between pH 4.1 and 6.4. This range of pH was chosen 148 

so as to include only frames collected before the development of the correlation maxima, and the 149 

appearance of the diffraction peak at 11 Å.  150 

 (Equation 1) 151 

In Equation 1, N is a number density of primary particles, V is their volume and  is a 152 

scattering contrast between the particles and the aqueous solvent. The pre-factor N()2V2 is 153 

I(q=0) for the non-interacting particles. P(q, rg) is an approximation of the sphere form factor 154 

derived through the Guinier approximation, where the radius of a sphere r0 = (3/5)1/2rg; (t) is a 155 

weight factor accounting for the relative contribution to scattering by loose particles; and 1-(t) of 156 

those entangled in the mass-fractal-like aggregates, with values between 0 and 1.7,24  The mass-157 

fractal expression within the square brackets is a modified mass-fractal structure factor after 158 

Texeira et al. (1998)25, with the original Teixera equation including the cut-off length, つ, 159 

determining the size of the aggregates. However, since as described above we know that in our 160 

measurements the aggregates are infinite in size, we have simplified the equation with つ s ∞. 161 

Finally, D is mass fractal dimension that relates the mass of the aggregates with the radius of 162 

gyration,  is the gamma function and rg is the radius of gyration of the primary particles (the 163 

same as in the form factor).  164 
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The first scattering patterns between pH 4.1 and 4.5 (< 2.5 min, titration) were successfully 165 

fitted using only the sphere form factor expression. This indicated the formation of individual 166 

nanoparticles that are not spatially correlated with each other but that remained isolated from 167 

each other across this pH range.  We documented in our previous work that over this pH regime, 168 

a new nanoparticulate iron sulfide phase that we called FeSnano formed.6  This phase, FeSnano has 169 

a distinct structure from mackinawite and we showed that FeSnano is a crucial precursor for the 170 

formation of mackinawite.6  In the experiments discussed here, we confirmed that these primary 171 

nanoparticles were spherical in shape and that their radius of gyration (rg) remained constant 172 

(0.46 ±0.01 nm) not just between pH 4.1 and 4.5, but all the way to pH 5.9, which is actually 173 

outside the stability field of FeSnano
6 (Figure 3). These initial isolated small particles rapidly 174 

aggregated to form mass fractal-like structures with a constant mass fractal dimension (D) of 175 

1.94, just above pH ~4.5. The fractal-like structures constantly grew up to pH ~6, when their 176 

contribution to scattering expressed as 1-(t) reached ~40% (Figure. 3). As the pH increased 177 

further, the intensity continuously increased and the linear region extended to high-q. The 178 

previously observed features related to the form factor disappeared as the reaction progressed 179 

towards pH 7.0, suggesting the coalescence of the already formed aggregates (Figure. 2b).  180 

The scattering model used to describe the SAXS data suggests that other types of aggregates 181 

also exist (Figure 2); these aggregates consist of internally correlated structures with r0 < 0.50 182 

nm and they revealed d-spacings of ~0.9 nm based on the hard sphere structure factor models.  183 

The simultaneous appearance of these small clusters with the above described bigger aggregates 184 

imply that these clusters consisted of few primary particles that could have been either detached 185 

from the bigger aggregates as small aggregates or  clusters of few primary particles that could 186 

themselves have detached from the bigger aggregates and subsequently aggregated. 187 
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 188 

Figure 3. Parameters derived from fitting from mass fractal structure factor a) radius of gyration, 189 

rg; b) weighting factor eta. 190 

From fitting the SAXS data for the whole process we can conclude that the formation of 191 

mackinawite was preceded by the nucleation and growth of primary FeSnano particles (< pH=4.5) 192 

that subsequently aggregated to form mass fractal-like structures that continuously grew until pH 193 

~6.0, and then coalesced to form larger aggregates.  Based on off-line solid characterization with 194 

XRD, we also show that the FeSnano phase that was stable only at a pH below 4.5 and it was 195 

characterized by three diffraction peaks with d-spacings of 12.1, 9.3 and 7.6 Å (Figure 4a).  Once 196 

the pH was raised ≥ 4.5 and the FeSnano started aggregating and coalescing, we observed the 197 

transition from FeSnano to mackinawite, as evidenced in Figure 4a (upper pattern).  The 198 

appearance of a diffraction peak with d-spacings of 10.1 Å indicates the expanded planes of the 199 

FeSnano, and the Bragg peak at 5.0 Å indicates the emerging poorly ordered (001) plane of 200 

mackinawite.  With time and at even higher pH (above 5.0), the evolution towards mackinawite 201 
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was confirmed through the co-appearance of the other characteristic diffraction peaks for 202 

mackinawite (i.e., 011, 111, 020) (Figure. 4b). 203 

 204 

Figure 4.  XRD patterns of a) FeSnano formed below pH 4.5 showing three low angle diffraction 205 

peaks above 7 Å (bottom), and a diffraction pattern (top) showing an expanded diffraction peak 206 

at ~10 Å from FeSnano and at ~5.0 Å peak from mackinawite as the pH was raised above 4.5; b) 207 

poorly crystalline mackinawite developing further above pH 5.0.  208 

We confirmed the transformation from FeSnano to mackinawite also through HR-TEM images 209 

and analyses.  Images of solids collected below pH 4.5 revealed that primary FeSnano particles ~2 210 

nm in size6 that randomly orient themselves into clusters that can reach ~ 20-30 nm in diameter 211 

(Figure 5a). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses of such clusters showed besides the large d-212 

spacings characteristic for FeSnano (~ 10 and ~ 7 Å) also d-spacings closer to those characteristic 213 

for mackinawite like structure (Figure 5a, d-spacing ~ 5.5Å).   With time the cluster aggregated 214 

into large, hundreds of nm structures (Figure 5b). Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 215 

patterns of these emerging branched aggregate networks showed diffuse rings with d-spacings of 216 

3.2, 1.9 and 1.4 Å that correspond to mackinawite (Figure 5b). With continuing reaction progress 217 
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(increase in pH and time), the poorly ordered nature of the mackinawite in the aggregates 218 

increased and the structures became denser, larger and more crystalline. This is reflected in a 219 

diffraction pattern consisting mainly of discrete diffraction bands with spots from single crystal-220 

like arrangements within the aggregates and the evolution of a polycrystalline phase (insets in 221 

Figure 5b and 5c). 222 

 223 
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Figure 5. a) HR- TEM image from clusters with individual primary FeSnano particles; inset is an 224 

FFT showing crystalline fringes with d-spacings for both FeSnano and a mackinawite-like phase; 225 

b) fractal aggregates in a branched network formed at pH above ~4.5 with inset showing the 226 

SAED pattern; c) Large and dense aggregates formed at pH 4.6, with inset showing their SAED 227 

pattern. 228 

When such aggregates were formed in the diffusion experiments and left reacting at pH 4.5 for 229 

24 hours, they also formed mass fractal-like aggregates but in this case these adopted rounded 230 

and more compact morphologies (Figure 6a) or a layered structure in which particles 231 

crystallographically aligned themselves through an oriented aggregation (OA) mechanism 232 

(Figure 6b and 6c).  This alignment was not always perfect as stacking faults were observed 233 

along the 001 plane (Figure 7a). Nevertheless, the resulting phase showed a two-dimensional 234 

morphology composed of ~3-8 ordered atomic layers separated by ~6.8 Å (Figure 7a and 7b), a 235 

d-spacing which was previously reported for disordered machinawite.2  The SAED pattern of 236 

such layered structures revealed a combination of diffuse rings and bright spots with d-spacings 237 

of 4.9 Å (001 plane, nominally 5.03 Å), 2.9 Å (011 plane, nominally 2.97 Å), and 2.1 Å that 238 

relate to the mackinawite structure (Figure 7b). 239 
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 240 

Figure 6.  Bright field TEM images showing a) rounded aggregates ~ 200 nm in diameter 241 

composed of FeSnano primary particles; b) transformation of rounded aggregates to form layered 242 

mackinawite; the arrows in (a) and (b) indicate the location where the Fe-S particles initiated the 243 

self-assembling to form layered mackinawite; c) HR-TEM image of Fe-S primary particles 244 

showing oriented aggregation to form the initial mass-fractal clusters, the corresponding FFT of 245 

the image confirms the crystallographic orientation. 246 
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 247 

Figure 7 a) Detail of the atomic layers of poorly ordered mackinawite still showing 6.8 Å 248 

distances with visible stacking faults; b) Moderately ordered Mackinawite arranged in a 2D 249 

layered morphology with the corresponding SAED pattern showing the almost typical d-spacings 250 

of mackinawite.  251 

When a limited input of H2S was maintained (as in the 1 hour diffusion experiment), 252 

mackinawite aggregates formed soon after the appearance of FeSnano (Figure 8a).  Likewise, 253 

when a limited but prolonged H2S addition (as in the 24 hours diffusion experiment), the process 254 

proceeded in the same manner but the formed aggregates rearranged into rounded, bigger and 255 

denser structures that later formed layered mackinawite (Figure 8b).  On the other hand, when 256 

H2S addition was continuous (titration), and the pH increased above 4.5, aggregates and mass 257 

fractal structures grew in number but not significantly in size (up to 10-14 nm) form (Figure 8c). 258 

When the pH subsequently increased fast from 4 to 7, very large aggregates formed possibly 259 

under an OA or cluster-to-cluster aggregation mechanism (Figure 8d). 260 
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 261 

Figure 8. Images comparing the aggregates from a) 1h diffusion; b) 24h diffusion; c) slow 262 

titration, solid separated at pH 4.5; d) fast titration, solid separated at pH 7. 263 

In our experiments mackinawite formation starts with the homogeneous nucleation of the 264 

FeSnano precursor just slightly above pH ~4.1 (pH of the starting Fe2+ solution) induced by the 265 

initial diffusion of H2Sgas or the titration with NaHS. In a second stage these FeSnano primary 266 

particles aggregate into branched networks. The aggregation process itself was observed in both 267 

titration and diffusion experiments regardless of how precipitation was induced (Figure 5b and 268 

6a).  These initial aggregates gradually become more stable by first forming rounded 269 

morphologies and then more stable layered structures; however, this process depends on the 270 

constant addition of H2S (gradual pH increase), as otherwise the formed FeSnano phases could 271 

partially dissolve.  This is explained when one assumes equilibrium between Fe2+ and H2S 272 

(FeS+2H+= [Fe2+] + H2S0 ; pk = 4.5 at 250C,26,27 and one calculates the equilibrium ion 273 
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concentrations for [Fe2+] and [H2S] to be ~ 0.018 M at pH 4.1.  Since the initial [Fe2+] 274 

concentration was 0.1 M, this immediately upon the first addition of sulfide and the first 275 

precipitation at pH 4.1, ~ 18% of the formed primary FeSnano phase would immediately re-276 

dissolve.  However, as the pH increases to ~ 4.5, the dissolved [Fe2+] remaining in solution is 277 

0.0058 M and only ~6% of the primary FeSnano phase would re-dissolve.  Considering that the 278 

poorly ordered and layered mackinawite started to form only at a pH above 4.5 after the primary 279 

particles aggregated,  these initial nanophases still remain present in the mix (as shown by 280 

SAXS) as they would become less susceptible of dissolution. This also explains why the initial 281 

mackinawite structure is poorly ordered with larger d-spacings and only with increasing pH and 282 

time does it arrange itself into a more stable structural configuration.  283 

Based on our results, we can infer that the formation of mackinawite follows a non-classical 284 

nucleation and growth pathway via oriented aggregation (OA). Our observations point out to a 5 285 

stage process (Figure 9) in accordance with the OA process proposed:11,28-30 homogeneous 286 

nucleation of primary FeSnano particles (1) , formation of reversible mass fractal-like (2, 3) or 287 

cluster-to-cluster aggregates from the FeSnano (2’-3’); oriented alignment and self-assembly of 288 

mackinawite-like particles (4), and  formation of a typical metastable layered mackinawite 289 

structure (5). 290 
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 291 

Figure 9.  Non-classical growth of mackinawite following an oriented aggregation mechanism. 292 

Morphology changes incurred in stage I between pH 4.1 and 5.2: (1) Primary particles, (2) 293 

reversible aggregation into a mass fractal structures with internal correlations; (3, 4) self-294 

assembly of particles into an aligned crystallographic arrangement; (5) formation of layered 295 

mackinawite structure.  The continuous formation of aggregates (2’) follows in stage II between 296 

pH 5.2 and 6.0, upon continuous addition of H2S (pH increase) the aggregates reach bigger and 297 

denser morphologies (3’) up to pH 7.0.  298 

Self-assembly of particles through OA has been reported for many other mineral systems (e.g., 299 

magnetite, goethite, apatite, ferrihydrite),28, 31-35 and the crystallization of these minerals through 300 

particle aggregation was reported to include stages of multiple ion complexes and all the way to 301 

transformations to fully formed nanocrystals.36   Our results demonstrate that in the iron-sulfide 302 

system, an initial nanocrystalline FeSnano transforms into more stable and poorly crystalline 303 
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mackinawite via aggregation or self-assembly of the structure. Such self-assembly reactions 304 

leading to the formation of stable ZnS and CdS nanoparticle were described before,37 yet so far 305 

this has not been documented in the Fe-S system.  This is likely because the reactions are 306 

extremely rapid and the intermediates are highly unstable. However, similarly to other systems in 307 

our work we showed that in the OA process, particles aligned parallel to crystallographic planes 308 

to form bigger agglomerated structures (Figure 6a.   The so formed initial poorly ordered 309 

mackinawite-like phase gradually evolves towards a more ordered and nanocrystalline state with 310 

its structure progressing from expanded d-spacings between the Fe-S tetrahedral layers (i.e., 6.8 311 

Å), towards the typical distance of 5.0 Å in more-crystalline mackinawite. The initial expanded 312 

layered structure could accommodate the incorporation of trace metals or organic molecules in 313 

between the layers, making this structure very attractive for the potential incorporation of 314 

harmful elements for remediation purposes.  315 

Our results suggest that pH and the rates of reaction between iron and sulfide, are the main 316 

factors affecting the morphology of any resulting mackinawite (Figure 8). 317 

 318 

CONCLUSION  319 

After rapid nucleation, through a nanoparticulate precursors mackinawite growth follows an 320 

oriented aggregation pathway that involves arrangement and self-assembly. This leads to 321 

different morphologies that are highly dependent on pH and the rates of reaction. Aggregation 322 

into mass fractal-like structures made up of primary particles is an important step in mackinawite 323 

formation and the subsequent self-assembly of these aggregates to reach stable structures leads to 324 

the final metastable nanocrystalline mackinawite phase.  With this work, we documented the 325 

mechanistic aspects for the formation and growth of mackinawite.  Mackinawite is an important 326 
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intermediate phase that is relevant in numerous geochemical processes in modern and ancient 327 

environments, but the findings described above can be also important for the development of 328 

novel, highly reactive, yet controllable nanomaterials for industrial applications (e.g., catalysis, 329 

CO2 reduction, electronics, energy storage and remediation).  For example, mackinawite formed 330 

at low pH can be highly reactive due to the small size of its constituent particles and the fact that 331 

it forms highly disordered mass fractals that are very reactive and therefore useful for 332 

applications in remediation and in the synthesis of green catalysts.  Mackinawite with expanded 333 

layered structure has advantages for remediation purposes but also this morphology is very 334 

attractive in the development of materials for energy conversion and storage and in the 335 

development of superconductors. 336 

 337 
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 473 

Non-classical growth of mackinawite from a nanoparticulate precursor (FeSnano) through self-474 

assembly of FeSnano by oriented aggregation (OA) to reach different morphologies and stable 475 

structures. Mackinawite growth occurs from homogeneous nucleation of FeSnano particles 476 

through the formation of mass fractal-like aggregates and self-assembly of these structures 477 

towards metastable layered mackinawite. 478 

 


